
 

Disaster Preparedness Crossword 

 

 

Across        

1-It’s important to ____ for disasters            29-Store non-perishable___ for               6-In an earthquake you ___and cover 
2-Keep sturdy ___and a flashlight under            emergencies                                        7-People tend to ___their level of  
    your bed                                                    30-Used to purify stored water*                  disaster preparedness 
3-You may need to stay in this if you             33-Learn how to disconnect your-          8-State where earthquakes happen 
    evacuate              self from the dialysis___ in an               frequently 
6-Your house should have a smoke___               emergency                                         11-During an earthquake get under a 
8-Don’t forget to add a manual ___to           34-Know what the plans are at your             ___, if possible 
   your emergency kit.                                          dialysis ___during an emergency       15-Use ___food first, before starting                                  
9- Keep copies of your ___ history and         35-Store one ___of water per person           on canned food 
    prescriptions in a waterproof container           per day for emergencies         16-A disaster caused by the ground 
10-Snow will eventually do this                   36-FEMA works with the American         shaking 
12-You should ___your water heater to            ___to help people in disasters          18-A natural disaster involving high    
      the wall         37-Floods that happen quickly are          water 
13-An important part of your disaster kit-           called ___floods                     20-A fire that sweeps through prairies 
      a battery powered ___                                              forests + other wide open areas is 
14-The most important thing to store in        Down                                                          called a ___ 
      case of an emergency                      21-All families need a disaster ___kit 
17-Often caused by an underwater                 1-All families need a disaster___,            24-Urban search and ___        
      earthquake                            so you’ll know what to do                   25-In wildfire areas, create a safe___      
19- It’s good to know how to administer       2-Create a disaster kit one ___at                    around your house 
      ___ aid                          a time                                                  28-The national standard is to have___ 
22- When it’s cold, dress in ___                     3-If you dialyze at home, keep                      food and water for 3 days 
23- When it’s cold outside you must be             extra___                   31-Close off rooms that aren’t being 
       careful of ___       4- You should have a flash___ in                   used to stay___ 
26- Never cook on a barbeque ___inside           your house       32-You should begin the Emergency 
      the house        5- Have a few different ___out of                  ___as soon as an emergency situa- 
27-Keep all emergency___ numbers      your house and neighborhood                   tion is predicted or occurs 
      in your disaster kit  

* Please refer to Preparing for Emergencies- A guide for people on dialysis pg 28 for actual amounts and 
instructions. It can be located at http://www.medicare.gov/publications/pubs/pdf/10150.pdf on our website.  
Answer to puzzle may be found at www.nwrenalnetwork.org.     
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